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Once in a while, Binance hosts fun, rewarding crypto-related activities and courses. There is
something fresh to do besides enrolling in Learn & Earn Courses.

 

This time, Binance has offered a fast Auto Invest quiz in conjunction with a free IOTX auto invest
plan for five months. Simply respond to these 5 questions and then the activity will conclude
automatically. After the promotion is over, participants will be given five months of free access to
Auto Invest.

 

Obviously, a Binance account is required. Click on the banner to sign up for an account. The Binance
app’s Auto-Invest IOTX Monthly Plan Quiz may be accessed directly from the main menu. Without
further ado, though, let’s check out the correct answers to the Auto-Invest IOTX Monthly Plan Quiz!
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How to Win Auto-Invest Learn & Earn Quiz
 

1.Click the link provided below to open your Binance account or to log in.

2. Select the Join Promotion button located at the page’s top.

3.Open the quiz and study the information on Dollar-Cost Averaging and Auto-Investment that is
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provided.

4. Complete the quiz now, accurately respond to each question, and then submit your answers.
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Binance Auto-Invest Learn & Earn Quiz Answers

1. Auto-Invest enables users to buy crypto on a recurring basis. What investment strategy is applied?

Answer: Dollar-Cost Averaging (DCA)

 

2. John bought $1 worth of FUN daily for the past 1 year for a total of $360. His purchased FUN is
now worth $280. What is the most accurate statement?

Answer: John’s portfolio is loss-making

 

3. After purchasing crypto via Auto-Invest, where will the funds be stored?

Answer: Funds will be subscribed to Simple Earn Flexible Product

 

4. What kind of token is FUN?

Answer: POS (Proof-of-Stake)

 

5.Question 5.What type of data does W3bstream connect to smart contracts?
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Answer: Smart device data
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Conclusion
 

Upon submitting your final response to this Binance IOTX Monthly Plan Quiz, you will be prompted
to review your responses. You can then relax till the completion of the activity and collect your free
five-month trial of Auto Invest.

 

Help With Penny is dedicated to provide truthful data to the public. For this reason, we also provide
convenient access to the solutions to a wide variety of Crypto Quizzes.
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